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SOME PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS OF JUNCTION GRAMMAR
IN COMPUTATIONAL LINGUISTICS
Charles D. Bush

Languages and Linguistics Symposium
April 7-8, 1975

Brigham Young University
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SOME PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS OF JUNCTION
IN CO~WUTATIONAL LINGUISTICS

GRAJll~R

Those of you who were here yesterday may have noticed a slide presentation about our Project set up out in the hall.

I saw that presenta-

tion for the first time yesterday and realized that it said in twenty minutes what'I expected to take 40 minutes to present today.

So, if you will

watch this presentation for twenty minutes, instead of listening to me for
40 minutes, it will give me a little more time to talk about some specific
test runs and cost-effectiveness statistics not covered in the presentation.
To those of you who have seen it already, I apologize.
twenty minute nap and then I'll be back up here.

You can take a
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SLIDE PRESENTATION:
THE BRIGHAM YOUNG UNIVERSITY PROJECT
IN
COMPUTER-ASSISTED LANGUAGE PROCESSING

The purpose of this presentation
is to answer some of the most
commonly asked questions about
computer-assisted language processing at BYU.

BRIGHAM YOUNG UNIVERSITY .
,"

. ·,··:'t·.··
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What is the project? In 1968 a
new theory of language structure,
later to be known as Junction
Grammar, was developed at BYU by
Professor Eldon G. , Lytle. It
captured linguistic universals
previously unnoticed, and seemed
an appropriate medium for computer translat'ion research.

In 1969 test programs written to
translate Russian to English were
successful, and a gift of private
funds resulted in the formation
of the BYU Automatic Language
Processing Research Group.
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The group soon thereafter received two contracts from the Department of Defense, resulting
in experimental prototypes which
translated from English to
Spanish, French, Portuguese,
German, and Japanese, as well as
from Russian to English. Further research has been supported
by BYU itself and by the LDS
Church, with the expectation that
the extensive translation needs
of the Church .would be at least
partially served by computerassisted systems before the end
of the 1970's.

Who works on the project?

Currently, Professor Lytle heads
a team of eight full-time researchers and over twenty student
assistants. The team is organized into six divisions: analysis, transfer, synthesis, lexicons, systems, and special
projects.

~

is the project needed? The
need for economical, fast, and
accurate translation is widely
recognized. There are unmet
translating needs in virtually
every area of international
affairs: business, research,
politics, and religion.
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Henry Fischbach, head of a New
York language service firm and
ex-president of the American
Translators Association, has
said, "There is a terrific
shortage of competent technical translators."

For instance, the LDS Church,
not by any means the largest of
international organizations,
translates yearly into 15 languages over 17,000 pages of
material. Translating a basic
proselyting kit of the standard
works, missionary discussions,
and 14 tracts takes at present
six years.

Hasn't computer translation been
tried elsewhere with poor results? Yes, millions were
poured into automatic computer
translation in the 1960's with
disappointing results, and in
1967 a U.S. government report
discouraged further research
in this area for several years.
However, due to better hardware
and a better perspective of what
computers can and cannot do, and
better linguistic bases which now
seem to hold out greater promise,
projects in computer-assisted
translation have been initiated
allover the globe.

BEEN
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In other words, an intermediate
code is needed which will represent the relationship of the
words in a sentence regardless
of the language used. The computer can then use this code to
translate a given source language into any other language.
Junction Grammar forms the theoretical base for the BYU translation system.
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What about computerized dictionaries? A necessary and integral
part of translation is the use of
computerized dictionaries. These
automated dictionaries allow a
translator to replace his desk
dictionary with a computer terminal on which he can instantly
check all meanings of a word.

The use of computerized dictionaries in translation facilitates
both accuracy and consistency in
the selection of translation
equivalents.

.'
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WHAT ABOUT COMPUTERIZED DICTIONARIES?

r
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According to Charles Bush, Lexicons Division Head, our present
dictionary system consists of
approximately 10,000 meanings
in the English source dictionary
and roughly the same amount in
the corresponding target language dictionaries. A productionsize dictionary would be much
larger, depending upon the type
of material to be processe4.

We have characterized the BYU
translation process as a sequence
of three basic steps: 1) Analysis, 2) Transfer, and 3) Synthesis.

What is Analysis? In the Analysis phase of the translation
system, the knowledge and logic
of the human together with computer programs are utilized to
resolve ambiguity inherent in
language. The programs in the
system are designed to interact
with a human after detecting
alternative processing paths
in the input text. Where current
knowledge does not permit the
automatic selection of the correct alternative, • • •

>~DJ
. u_J
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the human interactor is requested by the program to determine the proper path. \olhile
computer-assisted analysis (as
opposed to automatic analysis)
is motivated by the need for high
quality computer translations
now, it is anticipated that as
progress is made in artificial
intelligence, human interaction
will be steadily reduced.

r-'····
What kind of interaction with the
human is the computer programmed
to do?

t

WHAT KIND OF
.:~ .'
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WITH THE HUMAN IS THE

. .. .

COMPUTER PROGRAMMED TO DO?
-,

.- .

r
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Daryl Gibb, Analysis Division
Head, characterizes the two types
of interaction as:
1. Referential
2. Syntactic

:;:: ;:: .-:! :'::
•

I
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Disambiguation? The first ambiguity encountered by the computer is when
a word has more than one meaning.
The analysis programs detect
these ambiguities and request the
operator to choose the meaning
that best suits the word sense
needed. This phase is called referential disambiguation. Suppose
one wants to translate the sentence
"WE SAW THE BOY IN THE CAR THAT
THE GIRL LOVES." The first word
the computer finds to be ambiguous
is the word "saw".
Since the computer cannot distinguish between a " saw" that one
cuts wood with and the action "to
saw a board", or the past tense
of "see" meaning to look and the
past tense of "see" meaning to
visit, the operator must intervene.
The remaining words of the sentence
that the computer will find to be
ambiguous are • • •

that, • • •
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WHAT IS REFERENTIAL DISAMBIGUATION? ':,.···

10 11

girl, • • .

and loves. Each meaning of a
word entry is assigned a unique
index number when the dictionaries are built by which the
computer can access and match
both the source and target language entries. When all referentially ambiguous words are
accounted for, the system retrieves the next sentence if a
text is being translated.

What is syntactic disambiguation?
The last phase of Analysis is
called syntactic disambiguation.
A sentence such as "WE SAW THE
BOY IN THE CAR THAT THE GIRL
LOVES" not only has referential
ambiguities but is also syntactically or structurally ambiguous. , Since prepositional
phrases are potentially ambiguous, the computer promptly
responds:

10.12

"What does 'in-car' modify?"
The operator replies with the
correct answer and the computer
moves to the next structural
ambiguity.

The phrase 'that the girl loves'
is ambiguous and can either modify car or boy. If in context one
knew that it was the boy that the
girl loves, he would respond NO
to the question, "Does that represent 'car'?"

and YES to the question, "Does
that represent 'boy'?" When all
ambiguities have been detected
and answered, the sentence is
represented as a completely unambiguous structure, by the rules
of Junction Grammar, and it is
passed on into the next phase of
the system.

10.13

What is transfer? Sometimes it
is necessary or convenient to
adjust the Junction Grammar code
prior to synthesis so that the
resulting sentence will seem
"native."

. . ... - . "
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For example, speakers of English
say "1 am hungry" while those who
speak Spanish say "1 have hunger."
The BYU translation project has
developed a high-level programming language based on Junction
Grammar representations which
serves as a medium for manipulating sentence structure. A
library of sub-routines written
in this language is being prepared for each source/target
language pair.

Alan Helby, Transfer Division
Head, explains that in transfer,
each sub-routine is keyed either
by Junction rule, a semantic index, or a combination of these,
and when executed, replaces that
part of the representation which
activated it with a near equivalent, compatible with the
target language. This process
of adjustment is referred to as
Transfer.
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What is Synthesis? The process
which converts the Junction
Grammar code back into natural
language is called Synthesis.
Since the special code is not
ambiguous, synthesis does not
require human interaction.

Floyd Billings, Synthesis Division Head, states that the synthesis system for each target
language consists of language
specific lexical rules which
construct word sequences for
Junction Grammar representations.
These Lexical rules perform five
functions:

1) They determine the order of
constituents in the lexical
string.
2) They govern hiatus or understood element phenomena.
3) They match words in the target language dictionary with
semantic indices passed by the
Junction Grammar code.
4) They provide for affixation
patterns required by the morphological conventions of their
specific language.
5) They punctuate word strings
in a manner consistent with conventional practice. After the
sentence or text has passed
through the lexical rules of the
Synthesis routines the result can
be printed or displayed on the
video screen, if necessary, for
further editing.

·1.

ORDERING

2.
3.

HIATUS
HATCHING

4.

AGREEMENT

s.

L.

PUNCTUATION
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What "are the post-editing capabilities? If, for some reason,
parts or all of the sentence or
text being translated do not
successfully pass through the
translation system, a post-editing capability can be employed
to upgrade the output.

Those parts unsuccessfully translated would be rendered word-forword in the target language and
displayed on the video screen for
correction.

By using the post-editor, a
human can replace words or "
phrases translated incorrectly;

".

.:"
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insert words, phrases, or other
items that may be needed;

and rearrange the output into an
acceptable translation.

If the output is totally unintelligible, and if it would take too
long to add, delete and rearrange,
the editor has the capability of
inserting a new and desired translation dynamically by the use of the
translate (T) command. Though it
seems slow and tedious, it is interesting to note that many newspaper
and magazine companies are using
computerized editing systems for
reasons of cost, accuracy, and efficiency. With these capabilities
the operator can insert a word,
sentence, or whole paragraph instantly, without having to retype
the whole text.
.

10.17
What, then, are the salient features of the BYU -project? There
are five salient features of the
BYU approach:

._0 ..---

..

WHAT ARE THE SALIENT FEATURES

r

OF THE BYU PROJECT?

..
First, Junction Grammar facilitates the construction of an unambiguous semantic representation
of any language. Second, this
special representation, which
serves as an interlingua, allows
not only for a single-time computerassisted analysis regardless of
the number of target languages, but
also for the monitoring of analysis
by persons not familiar with any
of the target l anguages. The output produced by analysis can be
synthesized into several natural
languages simultaneously or it can
be stored for future processing.
Third, the compartmentalization of
the BYU system into discrete analysis, transfer, and synthesis components facilitates the process of
change necessary to any developing
system. Fourth, a special interactive design utilizes both the
extensive linguistic experience of
the human operator and the speed
and power of the computer. Fifth,
the BYU team has developed an errorrecovery feature which produces at
least a. word-for-word translation
if for any reason the more sophisticated routines falter or have not
yet been programmed for a given
structure or idiom. Let us discuss
each of these features separately.

0'
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Junction Grammar is a generative
language model positing three
levels of language other than the
surface level. On a level lying
two levels below the surface,
semantic elements are seen to be
joined in several different ways
including the following:

JIINCTlOli CRAHKAi ALLOIIS INTERMEDIATE REPI1.ESENTATlC»!

or

LANGUAGE PIIENO:1E11A .
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1. adjunction (the relation of
subject to predicate, verb to object)
2. conjunction
3. subjunction (that is, modification)
From the focus on these and other
types of junctions, the name Junction Grammar is derived. Crucial
to Junction Grammar is the notion
that structure and meanings are
inextricably connected, contrary to
the early assertions of transformational grammarians and some
semanticists.

Some of the basic concepts of
Junction Grammar are discussed
in a recent Mouton publication
of the Janua Linguarum series,
A Grammar of Subordinate Structures
It1EngriSll,"""~E1don Lytle.
The
application of Junction Grammar
to machine-assisted language processing is discussed in a forthcoming issue of the Journal of the
Association for Computational
Linguistics. More detailed accounts are found in the yearly
BYU Linguistics Symposium Reports
for 1972 and 1974.
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There are at least four implications of an intermediate
representation:
a. For any given text to be
translated, • •

'"

•..~\::.:~,.'~ .;: .•...
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PIlOVIDtS FOR ONE-TDIE COHPUTtI-ASSISTED ANALYSIS.
'.ALLOWS FOI tHE KOIilTORlNG or COHPUTER-ASSISTED
ANALYSIS WItHOUT KNOWING A FOREIGN UL~GUAGE.
PRDVlDtS FOR STORAGE OF THE SEMANTIC CODE FOI
FUTURE PROCESSING •
.ALLOWS STh"TIIESIS INTO MANY LAN('"llAGES.

computer-assisted analysis need
be accomplished only once, while
each human translator must repeat
this process.

Computer-assisted analysis
'only once, while each human
repeat ,this process.

Compare the human-translation
system, where each translator
must repeat the analysis of
sentences in the source language, with the computerassisted translation system
described.
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This has obvious implications for
consistency, accuracy, speed, and
cost.

b. · The human who monitors
computer-assisted analysis need
not know a foreign language. He
answers questions only about the
meaning of the source text.
human who monitors computer-oss
neoo not know a foreign languoge. He nn~:wI>lrc ""i»Y.
only about the r.neaning of the

c. The semantic code produced
by the analysis program can be
stored in the computer memory for
transfer and synthesis into other
languages at any later time. This
means that other components of the
system, which are fully automatic,
can operate on a backlog of stored
code during night hours or other
periods when humans do not w.o rk.

.. ..

:

"

code producE(! by thO
e a
storE(! in the computer memory
and synthesis into other languoges at any ._.o_~,.., . : ....
This means that other components of the
which are fully automatic, can operate on a
d stored code during night hours or other
when humans do not work.
3CIIIIU"l'I"
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d. It should be mentioned that
the approach of the BYU group is
a thorough analysis of the exact
structure of each sentence. This
careful approach allows synthesis
from an intermediate representation into many languages simultaneously, and it will be of
greater usefulness to organizations dealing simultaneously with
many languages than would a one
language to one language configuration.

Early translation systems tended
to favor massive, undivided programs which were difficult to
modify and improve.

The BYU system is compartmentalized into discrete modules of
analysis, transfer, and synthesis
components, and many of these are
further subdivided into necessary
phases, greatly facilitating the
developmental change necessary to
any viable system.

A fourth important feature of the
BYU approach is the heavy use of
interaction with a human operator
during the analysis phase of the
program. It is anticipated that
much of this interaction can be
eliminated in the future through
sophisticated logic algorithms,
but at present it seems a rational compromise for the following
reasons:

MODIlUIt IIATUIJ!: Of PIlOGRAlltDlC
fACILITATES CHANCES 111 SYSrD(
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a. lexical and structural
ambiguities are extremely difficult to resolve--resolution
frequently relies on factors far
outside the boundaries of a given
sentence or paragraph.
b. Post-editing is manifestly
inefficient, as it incurs not only
human time to post-edit, but also
machine time to process incorrect
analyses.
c. Pre-editing involves vast
amounts of time, distortion of the
original text, and extensive knowledge of upcoming problems.
d. Interaction is limited to the
analysis phase; thus the resultant
unambiguous intermediate representation can be translated into many
target languages automatically with
a modicum of post-editing. In addition, the interlingua can be stored
for later use as synthesis routines
are developed for other languages.

Thus, the BYU approach incorporates Norbert Weiner's sage advice,
given over a decade ago, to "render unto the computer the things
that are the computer's and unto
man the things that are man's."

--
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The BYU team has recently developed a feature which produces
at very least a word-for-word
translation if for any reason the
sophisticated linguistic routines
falter on any part of a sentence.
Thus, structures, idioms, and
words which have 'not been programmed can be handled without
destroying the results of processing on other parts of the
sentence. This feature also gives
the team, as they attack any new
language, a base program into
which more sophisticated programs
can be inserted as development
progresses. It is at least an
efficient automated dictionary
and provides valuable editing
capabilities.

This, then, has been an overview
of the BYU computer-assisted
translation project. At present,
our system is still in experimental stages, but progress toward meeting the 1978 goal of
implementing a prototype production model capable of translating from English to Spanish,
French, German, and Portuguese,
with the capability of adding
additional ta r get languages, is
well ·under way.

~
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I would like to continue in the vein of this slide presentation for
a few minutes by asking a few questions and then giving the answers.

It

is always easier for me to ask the questions since I can prepare the answers
ahead of time.
Perhaps the first question that might come to mind is, "Is this whole
thing economically feasible?" . Strictly speaking, we don't really know, but
we do have some indications that it might be.
In the last few weeks (mostly in the last one week) we have run an
evaluation of the system as it exists right now.

The results are so fresh

that those of you who came in early probably noticed that we were totalling
up figures on the board up here as you walked in.
For this evaluation we ran one page of approximately 1,750 characters
from each of these four source documents:
(1)

"After Baptism, What?" (an LDS tract written by Mark E. Peterson),

(2)

a story called "Baptism After Dark" (by Kathy Troxler, published
in the LDS children's magazine The Friend),

(3)

a selection from a simplified version of the Gospel of Luke
(written by Stanley Morris, who was here earlier in the Symposium
but has since left; it begins with the second chapter, the basic
Christmas story about Mary and Joseph going to Bethlehem),

(4)

"3208 Diesel Vehicular Engine Manual" by Caterpillar Tractor.

The results of the evaluation are shown in the table found on the
following page.
The first figure in each box is the amount of time it took the human
operator to perform that step in seconds.

The second figure in each box

is the amount of computer CPU time that was required to perform that step
in seconds and hundredths of seconds.

The third figure is the amount of

,rt
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After Haptism,
What
Referential
Disambiguation

27:12
82:98
(11:05

.~""'''l~.
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Baptism
After Dark

Luke
(Simplified)

3208 Diesel
Vehicular
Engine Manual

Total

30:18
91:81
(12:23)

25:01
92: 73
(12:35)

26:33
91:30
(12:16)

1:49:04
358:82
(47:79)

Syntactic Disambiguation and
Rest of Analysis

2:24
32:86
(4:36)

4:26
70:80
(6.29)

2:51
30:27
(4:01)

6:54
46:04
(6:10)

16:35
179:97
(20:76)

TransferSynthesis

0:00
19:90
(2:60)

0:00
21:70
(2:84)

0:00
17:91
(2:34)

0:00
24:26
(3:17)

0:00
83:77
(10:95)

Pos t-Editing

1:31:25
39:09
(5:21)

1:45:20
49:75
(6 :67)

1:00:00
37:80
(5:02)

42:25
31:49
(4.19)

4:59:10
158:13
(21:09)

Total

2:01:01
174:83
(23:22)

2:20:04
234: 06
(28:03)

1:27:52
178:71
(23.72)

1:15:52
193: 09
(25.62)

7:04:49
780:69
(100:59)

Table 1.
Results of Evaluation, April 1975

--'
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computer charges (the amount that we were charged to run the computer)
during that step.

Now you may notice if you have sharp eyes that the

amount of computer charge is not directly relatable to the amount of
CPU time.

That is because there is a charge for input-output operations

and various other things, as well as for straight CPU time.
You can look at these figures and see some interesting things.

Per-

haps the most striking thing to notice is that the steps that take the most
time are the ones that the human has to do.

Transfer and Synthesis accom-

plish a great deal of work in the translation process, but they don't rely
on any human interaction, and therefore don't take as long.

Transfer-Syn-

thesis only take an average of about 20 seconds of computer time with an
average of about $2.75 in computer charges.

And yet a large part of the

process of actually translating the sentence takes place in this step.
On the other hand, the step where the money is really spent is the
fourth section--post-editing.

This step averages somewhere around an

hour and a half of human time and several seconds of computer time per
page.

This is not an unusual amount of computer time, but it is a tremen-

dous amount of human time.

However, it should be noted that the person

who did this work did it all last night.

She is a native German, but she

has never worked with this system before and has not had too much experience
in translating.

With some experience, this figure would probably go down.

Notice the difference between the four documents.

The most difficult

document in overall terms is probably that story from the children's magazine.

And probably the easiest one is the Diesel Vehicular Engine Manual.

Now that may sound a little bit strange; but part of the expanation is that
in the Diesel Vehicular

~~nual

they write in very straight-forward, although
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technical, language.

There are an awful lot of prepositional phrases

just tacked on to each other: "the bearings of the camshaft on the right
side of the cylinder block • • • • "

But these are all concrete preposi-

tions and they express concrete relationships that the person interacting
on the terminal and the computer programs can handle easily.

The'story,

however, has the problem of run-together sentences; it is a narrative.

You

get a sentence that says "this and this and this happened, period"; "then
this and this and this happened, period"; and "So, this and this and this
happened, period."

While all of these sentences are logically tied together

in the narrative, the computer has to try to process them as single units,
as single sentences.
Now I'll go on to my next question:
translators?"

"How does this compare with human

I am citing for my comparison data a publication by the

Church Translation Department that outlines the guidelines of the amount
of work that is expected of their employees--how much they are supposed to
produce in an hour.

To translate one page of 1,750 characters, a human

translator setup is expected to take approximately 88 minutes for the whole
process.

This includes 30 minutes for the initial translation, 24 minutes

for a review by two supervisors, 30 minutes for typing, and four minutes for
proofreading.

We consider that all of these operations, with the exception

of one of those reviews, are included in the Computer-Assisted Translation
System.

Thus, it would take about 352 human work minutes to translate

approximately this much material.

The computer system took 425 human work

minutes to do the same job plus the computer time and money.

So, based on

these figures, it looks like the computer system loses fairly decisively.
But it is something like the old races between a horse and an automobile.
In early days the horse always won, but, as they worked the bugs out of
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the automobile, the results changed.

Of course there isn't any contest

at all when you put the two together now.

We envision that the same thing

will happen here as the computer system improves.

Remember that this is

1975 and our goal date for a production ready system is 1978, so we have
three more years to knock these statistics down.
The point has been made in the slide presentation that the Junction
Grammar system differs from other systems and from human translators in
that the Analysis portion of it need be performed only once.

In order to

translate this same material into another language, it would only require
duplication of the Transfer-Synthesis and post-editing steps.

That would

add, under the present system, 316 minutes to the total instead of the
full 425.

Based on these figures, if we translate from English into three

languages using the computer-assisted system, it would take 1,057 minutes.
This is where we begin to get parity.
One more statistic:

With some quick pencil and paper calculations, I

have come up with an interesting estimate.

If we can reduce the amount of

post-editing time to an average of 2 1/2 minutes per sentence (where the
average now is 3.8 minutes)--in other words, if we can make the output of
our system of a high enough quality and also if we can train the people
that

wo~k

with the system to a high enough efficiency, and they can do one

sentence in an average of 2.5 minutes--then we will be able to equal the
human translator in a one-language-to-one-language configuration.

Projected

to three languages, the computer system will only take 668 human minutes,
which is slightly more than 50%.

This is the vision that we have--to get

the system working on this level of translation.
Maybe I had better give you a chance to ask some questions before I
ask any more.
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QUESTION:

ANSWER:

Would you elaborate upon your "Fail-Safe" capability?

Sometime in December or January we came to the conclusion that in

order for the translation system to be effective, it had to get something
through for every sentence that was given to it.

Up until that time, we

were just testing the system with prepared sentences.

If we would put in

a sentence and it abended for some reason, we would run some documentation
to see what happened to it and then go on to the next test sentence.

Of

course, that doesn't work very well if you are translating on a production
level.

So we decided to add to our system the capability that if, for

some reason, the sentence could not be analyzed, synthesized, or transferred completely by the prime system, a backup system would produce the best
translation possible and the human would have to fix up the rest of it
in post-editing.

If worst came to worst, if Analysis abended on the first

word of the sentence, the post-editing would produce a word-for-word translation.
In the initial concept, the human would have to do everything from
there, including putting on case endings, changing the word order, adding
punctuation, and all kinds of things like that.

After we had worked on the

backup system for a while, we began to realize that there were a lot of
very tedious things, like verb-subject agreement, adjective-modifier agreement, and things like that, that the human had to do on these output sentences that we could still assign the backup system to do.

The Synthesis

programs can generate endings, agreement, some word order, all kinds of
things, even if they are not working on a completely analyzed sentence.
By now, we have developed the system to the point where, in many cases, we
can still generate the correct endings and articles, even though the sentence
has bombed for some reason during the processing.

The development of all
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of this has taken considerably longer than was initially planned--would
you believe that we guesstimated at the beginning that it would take two
weeks to make the change?

We have worked for three months, and the

changeover is still not complete.

That is one reason why post-editing is

so high--all of the recovery routines still don't work like they really
should.
LYTLE:

"Point out specifically how the post-editing can be reduced over

the next three years."

ANSWER:

The amount of post-editing will go down drastically with practi-

cally any improvement that we make in the programs.

For example, the

problem of having conjunctions of various kinds at the beginning of a
sentence, which connects with other sentences in the text.

That is one

problem that Analysis has not yet handled, but will be able to handle when
we program it to do so.

As soon as that programming is added, then those

sentences that failed in this particular test will go through correctly,
and the post-editor won't have to fix them up anymore.

Similarly, part of

the problems that require post-editing at this time are due to the fact that
many of the transfers have been identified but not written.

The result is

that some of the idioms and various things that needed to be transferred,
weren't.
There are also problems with the lexicon, my particular area of supervision.

There are lots of things wrong with the lexicons: words missing,

incorrect features, things like that--many of which we will only be able
to discover as we run test material.

We discovered several, for example,

in this particular test: in these four pages we found 23 words that we
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didn't have in our English analysis dictionary.
occurrences of the same word.

Some of them are multiple

Several of these also were technical terms

from the Diesel Vehicular Manual, like manifold, bearing, and some terms
that I don't even know what they mean.
words that were not satisfactory.

Plus there were 49 meanings of

In some cases, for example, a word

had several meanings but we just hadn't put the one that we needed in yet.
I think it was mentioned in the film presentation that we have about 10,000
meanings in our dictionary now.

We are anticipating production dictionaries

to have somewhere between 20-30,000 meanings, so we still have some developing to do.

QUESTION:
ANSWER:

How is the lexicon stored?
It is in a computer structure.

The English Analysis lexicon, the

lexicon that we use for analysis, is keyed by the word and consists of the
word senses of the word, the associated features of that word sense (both
language specific and language independent features), and a five-digit index
number, which is used to represent that meaning throughout the processing
of the sentence.

In referential disambiguation, the human operator selects

the appropriate word sense.

From that point on, the computer uses the

associated index number to represent that meaning through the rest of the
processing.
QUESTION:
ANSWER:

Do you store things on tape?
On disc.

The dictionaries must be available for direct access, so

we have to use disc.
QUESTION:

Is it transferred to disc in the process of Analysis, or is it
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permanently on disc?

fu~SWER:

It is permanently on disc.

We have programs that we use to

build the dictionary directly on disc.

The English Analysis dictionary

presently takes about 40 cylinders of disc space.
QUESTION:
ANSWER:

Does this apply also to the lexicons of the target languages?
Target language lexicons are a little bit different in that they

are keyed by the index number.

They have their own set of language specific

features and then the target language word for that concept, with various
forms of that word that will be required in the target language.

Target

language lexicons are noticeably smaller and average about 15 cylinders
each.

QUESTION:

Wnen a word comes up, are all of the possible meanings re-

trieved or only those made possible by the context at that point retrieved?
ANSWER:

Right now, all of the possible meanings are retrieved.

The compu-

ter looks at the character string and all of the possible varients of that
character string are diaplayed for the human to choose from.

Now, as the

system develops, I would anticipate that the computer would begin to learn
to recognize some things about words that would let it eliminate some.

For

example, I imagine that the computer could probably tell, at least in many
contexts, whether the word it is looking at should be a noun or a verb so
it could eliminate all of the noun meanings and then just ask for a choice
between the verb meanings or vice versa.

This capability will depend on

some logical processing that we haven't attempted to do yet, but that we
do expect to do in the future.
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QUESTION:

Is it not correct that in this stage it looks up the word and

tries to decide the meaning before any building of structure is attempted?
ANSWER:

Yes.

QUESTION:

Do you use now or do you envision using more limited dictionaries?

If you are translating the Diesel Vehicular Engine Manual, you know that you
are not going to use certain meanings of certain words, so you can just plug
into the mechanical dictionary and when 'bearing' comes up you know that
it doesn't mean someone who is 'overbearing.'

ANSWER:

Yes.

Of course, the dictionaries that we have built now have been

solely with the purpose in mind of translating Church literature.

So we've

got 'baptism' and all the Church terms that you certainly wouldn't encounter
in a Diesel Vehicular Engine Manual.

If we were to undertake translating

large amounts of Caterpillar Tractor materials, for example, we would probably
build a separate subset dictionary that we would use for those materials.
Also, if we decided that we wanted to translate a specific document, we
could build a 8ubset dictionary of just the words and word senses in that
document.
It's almost lunchtime . • • are there any other questions?
QUESTION:

What is being done as far as drawing any theoretical linguistic

conclusions from some of the decisions that have to be made?

For example,

about the lexicon, one area that I can think of off-hand is the area of
semantic features versus syntactic features.

It seems like it ought to be

possible to discover what features (i.e. stativity or factivity), which of
those are semantic and which of those are syntactic?

Which ones do you have

to know to make up the sentences, and which do you have to know to arrive
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at the right sememe or to derive basic units of meaning.

Is anyone writing

up any of these things because it seems like if this system is functional,
it ought to be disseminated.
ANSWER:

Of course, many of the distinctions and features that you mention

are dealt with in Junction Grammar theory.

Brother Lytle, would you like

to respond a little more authoritatively?
LYTLE:

First of all, we don't draw distinctions as you do between syn-

tactic features and semantic features.

Most of what you have classified

as syntactic features are actually aspects of the structure of the Junction
Grammar tree--definite, indefinite; generic, specific--things of that
nature, are assimilated by the structure.

Other features that you would

classify as being semantic generally would be referred to as referential.
In other words, they are part of the reference to something--animate, inanimate, human--this sort of thing.

So there are some definite conclusions;

unfortunately, we have been so busy developing the system that we haven't
had time to wriie it all up.

LUTHY:

May I break this off?

We have very good intentions though!

Sorry, it's about time for lunch.

May I say,

I hope the linguistic community at large will accept the kinds of things
that will come from this.

I know that some attempts have been made to pub-

lish some of this and have been rejected because the work was not "in the
mainstream of current linguistic thought."
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APPENDIX

The following tables give detailed figures for the evaluation discussed
in this paper.

Some significant differences will be noted between some of

these figures and the figures presented in the Symposium.

The discrepancies

are primarily due to errors in computation engendered by the rush to get
everything compiled in time.

Nevertheless, the basic conclusion that the

~omputer-assisted approach is potentially cost-effective still seems to be

justified, especially in light of the project optimization figures given in
Table 11.
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Table 1 - The Test Materials

.

. Sentences .

Source

Words

. Characters .

After Baptism What?
by
Mark E. Peterson

20

287

1650

'Baptism After Dark
by
Kathie Troxler

18

307

1760

24

335

1706

17

318

1716

The Gospel of Luke
simplified by
Stanley L. Morris
"3208 Diesel Vehicular
Engine"
Caterpillar Tractor Co.

.

TOTAL

.

79

.

1247

.

6832

.

10

Table 2 - Referential Disambiguation

·

Text

·

Man-Minutes
Required

Seconds .
· CPU
Required

Number of
Interactions

. Instances ·
of
Inadequacy

1.

27.20

82.98
($11.05)

166

7

2.

30.30

91.81
($12.23)

176

7

3.

25.02

92.73
($12.35)

182

7

4.

26.55

91.30
($12.16)

139

51

TOTAL

109.07

358.82
($47.79)

663

72

~--------------------------------

27.27

AVERAGE

·

·

·

89.70
($11.95)

.

166

.

18

·

Table 3 - Syntactic Disambiguation

·

Text

1.

• Man-Minutes • CPU Seconds
Required
Required

2.40

11. 27

.

Number of
Interactions

.

. Sentences ·
with no
Interaction

19

8

36

3

21

9

47

2

123

22

.
.

($ 1.50)

2.

4.43

15.42
($ 2.05)

3.

2.85

11.74
($ 1.56)

4.

6.90

14.62
($ 1. 94)

TOTAL

16.58

-

53.05
($ 7.05)

.

AVERAGE

4.15

13.26
($ 1.76)

31

6

-

.37
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Table 4 - Transfer and Synthesis

.

.

Text

.

Transfer
CPU Seconds
Required

1.

5.46
.71)

($

5.41
.70)

($

4.46
.58)

13.45
($ 1. 76)

($

6.50
.84)

17.76
($ 2.33)

3.
4.
TOTAL
TOTAL

21.83
($ 2.83)

AVERAGE

.

16.29
($ 2.14)

61.94
($ 8.12)

5.46
($

.

14.44
($ 1. 89)

($
2.

-

Synthesis
CPU Seconds
Required

-

15.49

.71)

($ 2.03)

Table 5 - Post Editing

.

.

• CPU Seconds
Average
Required
Minutes per
Sentence

Text

. Man-Minutes
Required

1.

136.85

6.84

2.

113.95

6.33

.

78.29
($10.42)
49.75
($ 6.62)

3.

67.72

2.82

37.80
($ 5.02)

4.

98.88

5.82

41.12
($ 5.46)

TOTAL

417.40

21.81

AVERAGE

104.35

5.45

206.96
($27.52)
51. 74
($ 6.88)

-

10.39

Table 6 - "After Baptism What?"

.

Step

• Han-Hinutes
Required

Referential
Disambiguation
Syntactic
Disambiguation
Remainder of
Analysis
Transfer
Synthesis
Post Editing
TOTAL

. CPU

Seconds
Required

.

82.98
($11.05)
11. 27
($ 1. 50)
21.59
($ 2.86)
5.46
($ .71)
14.44
($ 1. 89)
78.29
($10.42)
214.03
($28.43)

27.20
2.40

136.85
166.45

Table 7 - "Baptism After Dark"

.

Step
Referential
Disambiguation
Syntactic
Disambigua tion
Remainder of
Analysis
Transfer
Synthesis
Post Editing
TOTAL

• Man-Minutes
Required

30.30
4.43

113.95
148.68

.

CPU Seconds
Required

91. 81
($12.23)
15.42
($ 2.05)
31.90
($ 4.24)
5.41
($
.70)
16.29
($ 2.14)
49.75
($ 6.62)
210.58
($27.98)

.
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Table 8 - "The Gospel of Luke"

--

. Step
Referential
Disambiguation
Syntactic
Disambiguation
Remainder of
Analysis
Transfer
Synthesis
Post Editing
TOTAL

• Man-Minutes
Required
25.02

2.85

67.72
95.59

.

CPU Seconds
Required
92.73
($12.73)
1l.76
($ 1. 56)
18.53
($ 2.45)
4.46
($ .58)
13.45
($ 1. 76)
37.80
($ 5.02)
178.73
($23.72)

.

Table 9 - "3208 Diesel Vehicular Engine

.

Step
Referential

• Man-Minutes
Required
26.55

~Disambi8uation

Syntactic
Disambiguation
Remainder of
Analysis
Transfer
Synthesis
Post Editing
TOTAL

6.90

98.88
132.33

. CPU

Seconds
Requ_ired
91.30
($12.16)
14.62
($ 1.94)
31.42
($ 4.16)
-6.50
($
.84)
17.76
($ 2.33)
41.12
($ 5.46)
202.72
($26.89)

.
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Table 10 - Totals by Step

• Man-Minutes • CPU Seconds •
Re uired
Re uired
Referential
109.07
358.82
Disambi uation
($47.79)
Syntactic
16.58
53.05
Disamb~~~~1~·o~n~______________~(~$~7_.~075~)__~
Remainder of
103.44
($13.71)
Anal sis
21.83
Transfer
($ 2.83)
61. 94
Synthesis
($ 8.12)
206.96
417.40
Post Editing
($27.52)
806.04
TOTAL
543.05
($107.02)
- AVERAGE - - - - 135.76- - - - 201.51- - ($ 26.76)
Step

Table 11 - Projected Optimization and Expansion

.

Step
Referential
Disambiguation
Syntactic
Disambiguation
Remainder of
Analysis
Transfer
Synthesis
Post Editing
TOTAL

.
Man-Minutes Required
••
CPU Seconds Required
.
-'--------------.....--• Present . Change • Projected •
. Present. Change .Projected. ~--------------Average
27.27

+10%

Avera&e
30.00

4.15

-

4.15

-

-

-

-

-

-

104.35

-70%

31.31

135.77

*

65.46

*Overa11 average change -48.2%.

-

Average
Average
62.79
89.70
-30%
($ 8.37)
($11.95)
+10%
14.59
13.26
($ 1. 94)
($ 1. 76)
28.45
25.86
+10%
($ 3.77)
($ 3.43)
10.37
+90%
5.46
($ 1. 35)
($ .71)
9.29
-40%
15.49
($ 1. 22)
($ 2.03)
15.52
51. 74
-70%
($ 2.06)
($ 6.88)
141. 01
201.51
**
($18.71)
($26.76)
**Overa11 average change ~69.9%.
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Table 12 - Projected Costs of Present System

.

Text

Initial
_
1-----------. Operator • Computer • •

~d!!i.!i£n~l_L~n.&.u~g~

_
Operator • Computer •

1.

$16.65

$ 28.43

$ 13.69

$ 13.02

2.

$ 14.87

$ 27.98

$ 11.40

$

9.46

3.

$

9.56

$ 26.89

$

6.77

$

8.63

4.

$ 13.23

$ 26.89

$

9.89

$

8.63

TOTAL

$ 54.31

$107.02

$ 41. 75

$ 38.47

$ 13.58

$ 26.76

$ 10.44

$ 9.62

AVERAGE
-

Table 13 - Projected Costs after Optimization and Expansion

.

Text

.

Initial
_ ~d!!i.!i~n~l_L~n.B.u~g~ _
Operator • Computer . . Operator . Computer •

~-----------

l.

$

8.03

$ 19.87

$

4.11

$

6.26

2.

$

7.17

$ 19.56

$

3.42

$

4.55

3.

$

4.61

$ 16.58

$

2.03

$

3.54

4.

$

6.38

$ 18.80

$

2.97

$

4.15

$ 26.19

$ 74.81

$ 12.53

$ 18.50

$

$ 18.70

$

$

TOTAL
AVERAGE

6.55

3.13

4.63

10.43
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